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Unlike what past scientific theories assumed, the space around us is not empty. It is 
full of a living essence, which is like a conduit that carries our mental frequencies 
out into the infinite field of possibility.
  
The pattern of our thoughts, attitudes, and actions (our vibration) create the results 
we get in life. So, the Law of Vibration is real. 

As illustrated below, if we want to improve our life, we can do so by
raising our vibration. 

Your energy frequency and vibration directly relate to both your thoughts and your 
surroundings. If something resonates at a stronger energetic frequency than you do, 
that level of frequency pulls you in like a whirlpool.
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Become conscious of
your thoughts. 

Although there are countless ways to raise your vibration, here are 12 suggestions to 
get you started:

Everything you think, 
say, or feel, becomes 
your reality. So pay 
attention to what’s 
going on in your mind 
and take steps to turn 
things around when 
appropriate. For 
example, the next time 
a negative thought 
pops into your head, 
take the time to 
acknowledge it, ask 
yourself if the idea is 
true or if it is beneficial 
to you, and then dismiss 
it and turn it around for 
the positive.

Set positive intention 
before going to bed.

Just before you go to 
sleep at night, set an 
intention to fully enjoy 
the next day. Imagine 
wonderful things 
happening from the 
time you get up until 
you go to bed. You’ll be 
amazed at the impact 
this has on your outlook 
and experiences.
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Read a high vibe book. 

If you know much about 
Bob and me, you know how 
important we think reading 
personal development 
books is. I study every day, 
and I always feel better 
after reading than I
did before. 

Reading high vibration 
books, like Think and Grow 
Rich, You2, Your Invisible 
Power, The Science of 
Getting Rich (and 
thousands of other books), 
regularly will not only make 
you feel better, it will 
transform your life.

Write down ten things 
you are grateful for.

This is such a beautiful 
exercise. Making a 
gratitude list shifts your 
vibration from focusing 
on what you don't have 
to what is already 
abundant in your life. 
And that sends out a 
message that you want 
more to be grateful for.  

Visualize and meditate.
Too often we rush 
through our days with a 
scattered brain leaving 
us in a state of chaos and 
anxiety. Visualization and 
meditation not only put 
you in a peaceful state of 
mind, but they also help 
attract what you want in 
life. Just 10 - 15 minutes a 
day can do wonders for 
your vibration. 

Act as if. 

Instead of thinking or 
worrying about your 
current circumstances, 
practice living each day as 
if you’re already the person 
you want to be and make 
your decisions from that 
perspective. Feel good, 
confident and free.  Do your 
best to relish this 
remarkable life.
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IN CONCLUSION. . .

Walk in nature.
Our bodies need natural light (sunshine) 
and natural air. Nature provides harmonic 
frequencies that are compatible with our 
personal frequencies. The natural sounds of 
birds singing and wind moving through the 
trees help us reduce stress, which in turn 
elevates our vibrational frequency.

If you don’t want to walk, find yourself a 
patch of earth, kick your shoes off to 
reconnect with Mother Earth. She will work 
her magic. 

Bring in fresh flowers.
Flowers in your home 
instantly improve your 
mood, and can help 
you feel less worried 
and anxious. 

De-clutter your space.
A disorganized, untidy, 
clutter-filled work and 
living space is both a 
symptom and a source 
of stress. Clean up the 
mess and you'll ramp up 
your vibration.

Be conscious of the 
foods you eat.
You’ve heard the saying, 
“You are what you eat.” If 
you want to raise your 
vibration, eat foods with 
high frequencies (such as 
fruits and vegetables).  
Start paying attention to 
how certain foods make 
your body feel.

Get your blood pumping.

The more you move, the 
higher your vibration 
goes. So get active. 
Dance, jog, move your 
body! 

Drink Water.

Find something beautiful and appreciate it. 

Always drink plenty of 
water to assist your 
body in flushing out 
toxicity day to day. 
Toxicity has a marked 
impact on our vibration 
so we must do what we 
can to reduce its 
impact within and 
around us.

Beauty is all around us, yet so often we walk around with blinders on. Stop 
rushing for a moment and take the time to look around or stand in the sun 
and appreciate your surroundings. 

Be aware of what’s going on inside you and around you. Surround yourself 
with what you want in life, fill your mind with positivity and purpose, send 

love to all those around you, and live every day with good intentions.
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